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Parsley lasagna with clams (Pasta & rice main dishes) 

 

  
Preparation  

Prepare the parsley lasagne sheets: mix the flour with the eggs until you have a yellow,
homogeneous dough. Let it rest for 30 minutes wrapped in cling film, then cut it into 3
equal pieces and roll it out into a number of sheets using a pasta-making machine.
When you've got the very thin sheets, spread the washed but undried parsley leaves
over half the pasta sheets. Cover with the other half of the pasta sheets, making them
stick down well and then pass them through the pasta machine once again. Now cook
the clams in a pan over a medium heat in a low casserole with a lid until they open.
Remove them from their shells and set aside, along with the filtered cooking liquid. Boil
the cod, cut it into smaller slices and set aside. Fry the garlic in a pan in oil, add the
peeled tomatoes and, after about 10 minutes, add the clams with their cooking water.
Add salt and cook for another 5 minutes to evaporate the liquid. Blanch the parsley
sheets in boiling salted water for a minute at most, and drain them wooden work
surface or on a clean cloth. Spread a spoonful of sauce with clams on the bottom of a
roasting pan, add the first layer of pasta and continue alternating one of clam sauce
and one of cod pieces. Continue until all ingredients are used, ending with a layer of
clam sauce. Bake the lasagna at 180°C for about 35 minutes, covering with aluminium
foil halfway through cooking if it gets too dry. Let it rest for a few minutes and then
serve.  

Tips  

Should you wish to make your parsley lasagna with clam sauce even more delicious,
you could add some top quality mussels.  

Trivia  

Despite lasagna being considered a specialty of the Emilia region of Italy, especially
those versions made with a meat filling, in fact this classic of Italian cuisine has been
around for a very long time, even in Ancient Rome.  

Information  

Preparation 60 minutes
Total Time 35 minutes
Serves X Serves 4 persons
Level of difficulty  Easy

   
Ingredients  

Italian 00 flour 200 grams

Eggs 2 units

Parsley (2 bunches of large leaf parsley)

Clams 1000 grams

Tinned tomatoes 500 grams

Oil (4 tablespoons of olive oil)

Garlic 1 clove

Salt (To taste)

Cod (4 cod fillets)
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